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Broadcast encryption (BE) deals with secure transmission of a message to a group of users
such that only an authorized subset of users can decrypt the message. Some of the most
effective BE schemes in the literature are the tree-based schemes of complete subtree
(CS) and subset difference (SD). The key distribution trees in these schemes are tradition-
ally constructed without considering user preferences. In fact these schemes can be made
signiﬁcantly more efﬁcient when user proﬁles are taken into account. In this paper, we con-
sider this problem and study how to construct the CS and SD trees more efﬁciently accord-
ing to user proﬁles. We ﬁrst analyze the relationship between the transmission cost and
the user proﬁle distribution and prove a number of key results in this aspect. Then we pro-
pose several optimization algorithms which can reduce the bandwidth requirement of the
CS and SD schemes signiﬁcantly. This reduction becomes even more signiﬁcant when a
number of free riders can be allowed in the system.
 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Broadcast encryption (BE) enables secure transmission of data to a large set of users such that only an authorized subset
can decrypt it. It has a wide range of applications including pay-TV, content protection, secure audio streaming and Internet
multicasting.
The users of a BE system are given a set of pre-installed, long-term keys, typically in a set-top box. These keys are later
used to encrypt the broadcast sessions such that only the authorized user set, i.e., the users with the appropriate long-term
keys, can decrypt the broadcast. The users who are authorized to receive a particular broadcast are called privileged (or sub-
scriber) whereas the remaining non-authorized users are called revoked (or non-subscriber). In certain cases, a number of non-
subscribers can be allowed to decrypt the broadcast in order to reduce the overall cost of the system. Such users are called
free riders.
The particular design of a BE system varies according to the system characteristics, such as the size of the user domain,
required security level, available bandwidth, and hardware capabilities. In the traditional setting, the amount of long-term
storage is very limited as it has to be tamper resistant, the communication channel is one way, and the devices are stateless
in the sense that no additional long-term storage is possible.
Two important performance parameters in evaluating a BE system are the key storage and transmission overheads in-
curred. The complete subtree (CS) and subset difference (SD) schemes of Naor et al. [20] are among the most well-known
BE schemes today. Some of the theoretically most efﬁcient BE schemes are obtained by the SD scheme and its variants
[13,12]. The SD scheme has recently gained popularity in applications as well and is included in the next-generation DVD
standard [1].. All rights reserved.
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the pay-per-view TV systems’ reliance on BE schemes, new application areas have emerged that greatly beneﬁt from BE, such
as content protection [18,24], multicasting promotional material and low cost pay-per-view events [2], multi-certiﬁcate rev-
ocation/validation [3] and dynamic group key management [25,26,6,7,19].
User proﬁling is the concept of monitoring data on preferences and interests of the users in the system in order to serve
them more effectively. It is broadly used in various areas such as web mining [16] and broadcasting and multicasting
[9,15,17].
In the BE literature, traditionally, the users are assumed to be identical in the sense that they are taken to be equally likely
to be interested in any particular broadcast. However, in practice every user has a certain type of interest, some being more
interested in sport events, some in movies, some in entertainment, etc. If these user proﬁles are taken into account, they can
provide some critical information to optimize the operations of a BE system.
In this paper, we study the problem of achieving a more efﬁcient BE system in the presence of provided user preference
information. Our approach works by constructing the subset structure of a CS or SD system according to the given set of sub-
scriber proﬁles. We ﬁrst analyze the relationship between the transmission overhead of a BE scheme and the distribution of
the user proﬁles. After proving several key results, we give two optimal algorithms for the CS scheme with one broadcast
type. Then we generalize our approach by proposing a similarity metric for the CS and SD schemes with multiple broadcast
types. Theoretical and experimental results show that the approach can signiﬁcantly reduce the transmission overhead of
the CS-based and SD-based BE schemes. This reduction can especially be remarkable when the proposed approach is used
in conjunction with an optimal free rider assignment [4,22].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: After summarizing the related work in Section 2, we give an overview of the
CS and SD schemes in Section 3. We analyze the average transmission cost of the CS and SD trees according to the user pro-
ﬁles in Section 4 and we prove several results on the optimality conditions in Section 5. We present our optimization algo-
rithms in Section 6 and present the experimental results in Section 7. We discuss the application of user proﬁling with free
riders and present further experimental results for various free rider assignments in Section 8. Section 9 concludes the paper.2. Background
After Berkovits [5] introduced the idea of BE in 1991, Fiat and Naor [11] presented their model which is the ﬁrst formal
work in the area. They introduced the resiliency concept, and deﬁned k-resilience to mean being resilient against a coalition
of up to k revoked users. Their best scheme required every user to store Oðk log k lognÞ keys and the center to broadcast
Oðk2log2k lognÞ messages where n is the total number of users.
After these works, Naor et al. proposed two subset–cover schemes, the complete subtree (CS) and subset difference (SD)
[20]. In the CS scheme, each user stores OðlognÞ long-term keys and the transmission cost is Oðr logðn=rÞÞ, r denoting the
number of revoked users. The SD scheme decreased the transmission overhead to OðrÞ at the expense of increasing the
key storage to Oðlog2nÞ. It was the most efﬁcient scheme at the time of its proposal, and most of the recently proposed
schemes [13,12] are also variations of the SD scheme.
User proﬁling has been used in a number of different applications. Recent works in broadcasting literature have made use
of user proﬁles in order to increase broadcast efﬁciency in several aspects [10,17,15]. Similarly, web-user proﬁles have been
heavily studied to serve individual users more effectively [16,21]. User proﬁling was also used in multicast key management
[23] where the key distribution tree is optimized according to the members’ expected stay time in a session.
In a recent study that utilizes subscriber proﬁles for BE efﬁciency, D’Arco and De Santis [8] proposed a method for efﬁcient
key storage, the other important performance metric for a BE system besides the transmission overhead, in presence of non-
uniform revocation probabilities. The authors assumed these probabilities to be given and used this information to give few-
er keys to users with a higher probability of revocation.
The idea of allowing free riders in a broadcast to get better performance was introduced by Abdalla et al. [2]. They inves-
tigated the usage of free riders and developed the basic intuitions about their effective assignment. Ramzan and Woodruff
[22] recently proposed an algorithm to optimally choose the set of free riders in a CS scheme to minimize the transmission
overhead. Ak et al. [4] extended this work to the SD scheme.
To the best of our knowledge, user proﬁles have not been used in the BE literature to reduce the transmission overhead
despite the fact that the subset–cover framework is by its nature an excellent context for utilizing user proﬁles.3. Subset–cover framework and the CS and SD schemes
A subset–cover BE scheme ﬁrst generates a collection of subsets from the user set and associates a different long-term key
with each subset. Then, every user in the system is installed with the long-term keys of the subsets he is included in.
To broadcast a message to a privileged user set P, the sender ﬁnds a cover C from the subset collection such thatP ¼ [S2CS
and encrypts the message using the keys of the subsets in C. The number of subsets in C, i.e., jCj, is called the transmission cost
which is one of the main performance parameters for a BE scheme.
Fig. 1. A simple subset and cover of the CS scheme. Revoked users are denoted by white leaves.
Fig. 2. A simple subset and cover of the SD scheme. Revoked users are shown with white leaves.
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way they deﬁne their subsets.
In the CS scheme, the leaves of the subtree rooted at a node x 2 T correspond to a subset in the system. That is, for every
node x, a subset is deﬁned asSx ¼ fvjv is a leaf of TðxÞg;
where TðxÞ denotes the subtree rooted at node x. An example subset and an example cover are illustrated in Fig. 1.
In the SD scheme, a subset is deﬁned by two nodes x and y where y is a descendant of x in T. A subset Sx;y is the set of
leaves that are descendants of x but not descendants of y. More formally, for every non-leaf node x, and every descendant
y of x, a subset is deﬁned asSx;y ¼ fv jv is a leaf node; v 2 TðxÞ and v R TðyÞg:
The total user set is also included as a subset in the SD scheme. An example subset and an example cover for the SD
scheme are illustrated in Fig. 2.
Note that every subset in the CS scheme is also a subset in the SD scheme. The SD scheme also has the advantage of cov-
ering the leaves of several subtrees at once by a single subset. The increased key storage complexity of the SD scheme is re-
duced by an intelligent key generation scheme employing a pseudo-random function [20].
4. Broadcast encryption with user proﬁles
As noted in Section 2, the original CS and SD schemes treat the users identically when organizing the key distribution tree.
However, if we have information about the user preferences and interests, we can use this information to group similar users
together and make the BE scheme more efﬁcient by constructing the subsets in a more clever way.
Consider a system supporting b different types of broadcasts where type j has a broadcast probability of qj and
Pb
j¼1qj ¼ 1.
Let pu;j denote the probability of user u subscribing to a broadcast of type j. We denote the proﬁle of user u with the b-tuple
ðpu;1; pu;2; . . . ; pu;bÞ.
As described above, both CS and SD schemes use a binary tree T to organize the subsets and construct the cover. For a
binary tree T, we will use rT to denote its root and LT to denote the set of its leaves. For a node x 2 T; parðxÞ; sibðxÞ; lðxÞ
and rðxÞ denote the parent, sibling, left child and right child of x in T, respectively. For a node x, let px;j denote the probability
of all users (leaves) in TðxÞ subscribing to a type j broadcast, i.e.,px;j ¼
Y
u2LTðxÞ
pu;j;where LTðxÞ is the set of leaves in the subtree with root x.
For clarity, we will investigate the cases b ¼ 1 and bP 1 separately and we will use the terms unitype and multitype
broadcast to refer to these cases, respectively.
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We will ﬁrst investigate the unitype broadcast case. In this case, we will use pu instead of pu;1 to denote the probability of
user u being a subscriber. Let PðSxÞ be the probability of a CS subset Sx being used in a cover.
Lemma 4.1. In a CS tree, if x is a node other than the root, thenPðSxÞ ¼ px  pxpsibðxÞ ¼ px  pparðxÞ:
If x is the root rT , then PðSxÞ ¼ prT ¼
Q
u2LT pu.
Proof. For a node x other than the root, if Sx is in the cover, all the users in LTðxÞ must be subscribers. Also, there must be at
least one non-subscriber in LTðsibðxÞÞ, because otherwise SparðxÞ would be in the cover instead of Sx.
Note that if x is the root, Sx will be in the cover if and only if each user in LT is a subscriber, which happens with probabilityQ
u2LT pu. h
Let ECSðTÞ denote the expected cover size for a CS tree T.
Theorem 4.2. For a CS tree T,ECSðTÞ ¼
X
x2LT
px 
X
xRLT
px: ð1ÞProof. The expected cover size for the CS scheme is equal to the sum of PðSxÞ over all x 2 T . Hence,ECSðTÞ ¼
X
x2T
PðSxÞ ¼
X
x2T;x–rT
px  pparðxÞ
 
þ prT : ð2ÞNote that since T is a binary tree, for each non-leaf x; px appears three times in the summation where one of them is positive
and the other two are negative. And for a leaf x, the contribution to the summation is one px. Hence, (2) is equal to (1). h
Theorem 4.2 can be extended to the multitype case where bP 1:
Theorem 4.3. For a CS scheme with bP 1 broadcast types, the expected cover size isECSðTÞ ¼
Xb
j¼1
qj
X
x2LT
px;j 
X
xRLT
px;j
 !
: ð3ÞProof. The expected cover size is the weighted average of the expected cover sizes for all broadcast types. Since each type j
has probability qj; ECSðTÞ is equal to (3). h4.2. Analysis of the SD scheme with user proﬁles
As in Section 4.1, we begin with an analysis for the unitype SD scheme: Let PðSx;yÞ be the probability of an SD subset Sx;y
being used in a cover, and letPðS;yÞ ¼
X
x is an ancestor of y
PðSx;yÞ:Lemma 4.4. For a non-leaf, non-root y 2 T,
PðS;yÞ ¼ psibðyÞð1 plðyÞÞð1 prðyÞÞ ð4Þand for a leaf y 2 LT
PðS;yÞ ¼ psibðyÞð1 pyÞ: ð5ÞProof. If Sx;y is used in the cover, for a node y and one of its ancestors x, all the users in LTðsibðyÞÞ must be subscribers. Further-
more, if y is a non-leaf, non-root node, there must be at least one non-subscriber in both LTðlðyÞÞ and LTðrðyÞÞ.
If y is a leaf node and Sx;y is in the cover sibðyÞ must be a subscriber and y cannot. Hence (4) and (5) follow. h
Let ESDðTÞ denote the expected cover size for an SD tree.
Theorem 4.5. In an SD tree T,ESDðTÞ ¼
Y
y2LT
py þ
X
y2LT
psibðyÞð1 pyÞ
 
þ
X
yRLT
y–rT
psibðyÞð1 plðyÞÞð1 prðyÞÞ
 
: ð6Þ
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if all of the users subscribe to a broadcast, which happens with probability
Q
y2LT py, the cover size will be one. Hence,ESDðTÞ ¼
X
y2TfrT g
PðS;yÞ þ
Y
y2LT
py:By substituting (4) and (5) for PðS;yÞ, (6) follows. h
Theorem 4.5 can be extended to the multitype case:
Theorem 4.6. For an SD scheme with bP 1 broadcast types, the expected cover size isESDðTÞ ¼
Xb
j¼1
qjESDðT; jÞ; ð7ÞwhereESDðT; jÞ ¼
Y
y2LT
py;j þ
X
y2LT
psibðyÞ;jð1 py;jÞ
 
þ
X
yRLT
y–rT
psibðyÞ;jð1 plðyÞ;jÞð1 prðyÞ;jÞ
 is the expected cover size for the broadcast type j with probability qj.
Proof. The expected cover size is the weighted average of the expected cover sizes for all broadcast types. Since each type j
has probability qj; ESDðTÞ is equal to (7). h5. Optimal CS tree construction
In this section, we will give two optimal tree construction algorithms for the unitype CS scheme. We will assume that for
users u1;u2; . . . ;un, the subscription probabilities are pu1 P pu2 P   P pun ; i.e., the users are indexed with respect to their
subscription probabilities in decreasing order. We say that a CS tree is optimal if it minimizes the expected cover size.
We will consider the optimal CS tree organization problem for two different settings: First, the CS tree has to be a bal-
anced tree, and second, the CS tree is not necessarily balanced. We will refer the former as the balanced setting and the latter
as the general setting. Lemma 5.1 below applies to both settings:
Lemma 5.1. In a CS scheme with unitype broadcast, there exists an optimal tree where u1 and u2, the two users with the highest
subscription probabilities, are siblings.
Proof. First recall that for any binary tree T, balanced or unbalanced, ECSðTÞ ¼
P
x2LT px 
P
xRLT
px. Let T be an optimal tree with
the minimum expected cover size. If u1 and u2 are siblings in T then we are done. Otherwise let v1 and v2 be the siblings of u1
and u2, respectively. Since we are investigating both settings, balanced and general, v1 and v2 may be internal nodes of T. Let
r be the ﬁrst common ancestor of u1 and u2 and let pathðr;u1Þ ¼ ðr; d1; d2; . . . ; dm1 ;u1Þ and pathðr;u2Þ ¼ ðr; f1; f2; . . . ; fm2 ;u2Þ be
the paths from r to u1 and u2, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3a.
Note that pu1pv1 is a factor of each term in fpd1 ; pd2 ; . . . ; pdm1 g, and pu2pv2 is a factor of each term in fpf1 ; pf2 ; . . . ; pfm2 g. Let
D ¼Pm1i¼1pdi=ðpu1pv1 Þ and F ¼Pm2i¼1pfi=ðpu2pv2 Þ. Let Vðu1;u2Þ be the combined set of nodes on pathðd1; dm1 Þ and pathðf1; fm2 Þ.
The expected cover size can be written asECSðTÞ ¼
X
x2LT
px 
X
xRLT[Vðu1 ;u2Þ
px 
X
x2Vðu1 ;u2Þ
px ¼
X
x2LT
px 
X
xRLT[Vðu1 ;u2Þ
px  ðpu1pv1Dþ pu2pv2FÞ;where the ﬁrst two terms do not change if we swap u1 and v2, or u2 and v1, as shown in Fig. 3b and c, respectively. We have
two cases:Fig. 3. Structure of TðrÞ before and after the swap operations.
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differenceECSðTÞ  ECSðT 0Þ ¼ pv1pv2Dþ pu1pu2F  pu1pv1D pu2pv2F ¼ pu2Fðpu1  pv2 Þ  pv1Dðpu1  pv2 Þ
is non-negative. Given that T is optimal, we must have that pu1 ¼ pv2 and swapping u1 and v2 does not change the ex-
pected cost.(2) D > F: Let T 0 be the tree obtained by swapping v1 and u2 as in Fig. 3c. Since we have pu2 P pv1 and pu1 P pv2 , the
differenceECSðTÞ  ECSðT 0Þ ¼ pu1pu2Dþ pv1pv2F  pu1pv1D pu2pv2F ¼ pu1Dðpu2  pv1 Þ  pv2Fðpu2  pv1 Þ
is non-negative. Given that T is optimal, we must have that pu2 ¼ pv1 and swapping u2 and v1 does not change the ex-
pected cost.(3) D = F: Let T 0 be the tree obtained by swapping u1 and v2 as in Fig. 3b. (Note that we could choose to swap u2 and v1, as
well.) Since we have pu1 P pv2 and pu2 P pv1 , the differenceECSðTÞ  ECSðT 0Þ ¼ pv1pv2Dþ pu1pu2F  pu1pv1D pu2pv2F ¼ pu2Fðpu1  pv2 Þ  pv1Dðpu1  pv2 Þ
is non-negative. Given that T is optimal, we must have that pu2 ðpu1  pv2 Þ  pv1 ðpu1  pv2 Þ ¼ 0 which implies
ðpu2  pv1 Þðpu1  pv2 Þ ¼ 0. (Here, note that if we had chosen to swap u2 and v1 we would end up with this same equa-
tion, by symmetry.) Then, either pu2 ¼ pv1 or pu1 ¼ pv2 . If pu2 ¼ pv1 , swapping u2 and v1 does not change the expected
cost. If pu1 ¼ pv2 , in this case, swapping u1 and v2 does not change the expected cost. So in either case, we can come up
with an optimal tree where u1 and u2 are siblings.Hence, for all three cases we can say that the two nodes with maximum subscription probabilities can be paired in a tree
that preserves the optimality. h5.1. Optimality for balanced trees
In this section we give the optimal CS tree construction algorithmwith the balanced tree constraint. We assume that n is a
power of 2 throughout the discussion in this section.
Lemma 5.2. For a unitype CS scheme, there exists an optimal balanced CS tree where the pairs ðu1;u2Þ; ðu3;u4Þ; . . . ; ðun1;unÞ are
siblings of each other.Proof. From Lemma 5.1, we know that there exists an optimal balanced tree T such that ðu1;u2Þ are siblings. Similar to the
proof of Lemma 5.1, starting with T, the other users can be paired as siblings by swapping operations by an iterative process
that starts with ðu3;u4Þ. Note that u3 and u4 are the users with the two maximum subscription probabilities excluding u1 and
u2; hence the optimality is preserved after the swap operations. Since the tree T is balanced at the beginning, each leaf T will
have a leaf sibling at any time. h
Now we are ready to prove the main result for the balanced case.
Theorem 5.3. In a unitype CS scheme with the balanced tree constraint, sorting the users in the leaf level with respect to their
subscription probabilities gives the minimum expected cover size.Proof. Let T ðkÞ denote an optimal balanced CS tree of depth k whose leaf nodes are grouped as stated in Lemma 5.2 as
ðu1; u2Þ; ðu3;u4Þ; . . . ; ðun1;unÞ for a given user set. Let HðkÞ denote the balanced tree of depth k on the same user set, obtained
by ordering the leaves according to the sorted pui values. We will use induction on the depth of the tree to prove that
ECSðTðkÞÞ ¼ ECSðHðkÞÞ for any k.
For the basic case, for any set of two nodes, obviously ECSðTð1ÞÞ ¼ ECSðHð1ÞÞ. Now assume that the claim is also true for all
balanced trees with depth less than k. For the tree TðkÞ for a given user set, let T 0 denote the subtree of depth k 1 which has
the paired nodes u2i1;2i as its leaves, with probabilities pu2i1;2i ¼ pu2i1pu2i , for 1 6 i 6 n=2. Let Hðk1Þ denote the balanced tree
obtained by sorting the same set of nodes, fu1;2; . . . ;un1;ng. By induction, ECSðT 0ÞP ECSðHðk1ÞÞ. Also from (1),ECSðTðkÞÞ ¼ ECSðT 0Þ þ
Xn
i¼1
pui  2
Xn=2
i¼1
puð2i1Þð2iÞ ;
ECSðHðkÞÞ ¼ ECSðHðk1ÞÞ þ
Xn
i¼1
pui  2
Xn=2
i¼1
puð2i1Þð2iÞ :Hence, ECSðTðkÞÞP ECSðHðkÞÞ; and since TðkÞ is optimal, HðkÞ is also optimal. h
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The optimal construction for the general setting is also based on Eq. (1) and Lemma 5.1, which are true independent of the
tree’s being balanced.
Let Ti be a tree with one user node ui. Let T  T 0 denote the union of two trees constructed by adding a new root r and
connecting T and T 0 to r as the left and right subtrees. The UNI-GEN CLUSTER algorithm below takes the subscription probabil-
ities as inputs and constructs a broadcast tree with the minimum expected cover size in a style similar to Huffman trees [14].Algorithm 1. UNI-GEN CLUSTER1: T fT1; T2; . . . ; Tng, , where Ti is the tree containing just one node ui
2: while jTj is not equal to 1 do
3: Find the pair T; T 0 2T with maximum prT and prT0
4: Construct the merged tree T 00 ¼ T  T 0
5: T T n fT; T 0g
6: T T [ T 00
7: return TThe algorithm works in a bottom-up fashion. At each iteration, two trees T and T 0 with the largest pr and pr 0 are selected.T T
These trees are extracted from the queue, and a new tree T 00 ¼ T  T 0 with a new root rT 00 is inserted where prT00 ¼ prT prT0 . The
optimality proof of the tree obtained by this algorithm is given in Theorem 5.4:
Theorem 5.4. For a unitype CS scheme, the tree obtained by the UNI-GEN CLUSTER algorithm is optimal with the minimum expected
cover size.
Proof. Let TðkÞ denote an optimal CS tree with k leaves where u1 and u2 are connected as siblings as stated in Lemma 5.1, for a
given user set. Let HðkÞ denote the tree with the same k leaves constructed by the algorithm UNI-GEN CLUSTER. We will use
induction on the number of leaves in the tree to prove that ECSðTðkÞÞ ¼ ECSðHðkÞÞ for any k.
For the basic case, for any set of two nodes, obviously ECSðTð2ÞÞ ¼ ECSðHð2ÞÞ. Now assume that the claim is also true for all
trees with k 1 or fewer leaves. For the tree TðkÞ for a given user set, let T 0 denote the tree with k 1 leaves obtained by
merging u1 and u2 into a new node u12, with probability pu12 ¼ pu1pu2 . Let Hðk1Þ be the tree constructed by the UNI-GEN CLUSTER
algorithm from the same set of leaves. By induction, ECSðT 0ÞP ECSðHðk1ÞÞ. Also from (1),ECSðTðkÞÞ ¼ ECSðT 0Þ þ pu1 þ pu2  2pu12 ;
ECSðHðkÞÞ ¼ ECSðHðk1ÞÞ þ pu1 þ pu2  2pu12and it follows that ECSðT ðkÞÞP ECSðHðkÞÞ. We know T ðkÞ is optimal, therefore HðkÞ is optimal. h6. The case of multitype broadcasts
In multitype BE schemes, we cannot simply group the users with respect to their subscription probabilities since there are
b different subscription probabilities for each user. Nevertheless, if we place similar users closer in the tree, the number of
subtrees containing them will increase, hence smaller covers can be obtained. We will ﬁrst focus on the probability of two
users being interested in a common broadcast. If two users’ probabilities of being interested in the same broadcast are both
high, we will say that these two users are similar. We deﬁne the similarity of two user proﬁles as the weighted sum of the
products of their probabilities over different broadcast types:Simðu;vÞ ¼
Xb
j¼1
qjpu;jpv;j:Assuming that the user subscription decisions are independent, the similarity between two users is the probability of
both subscribing to a common broadcast.
Extending the formulation for individual users to groups of users, we deﬁne the similarity of groups of users as follows:
We call a set of users similar if the probability of all users being interested in the same broadcast is high. Let T and T 0 be two
trees containing disjoint sets of users as their leaves. Then the similarity of these trees areSimðT; T 0Þ ¼
Xb
j¼1
qjprT ;jprT0 ;j;whereprT ;j ¼
Y
u2LT
pu;j:
M. Ak et al. / Information Sciences 180 (2010) 1060–1072 10676.1. The balanced tree algorithm
The MULTI-BAL CLUSTER algorithm below clusters the set of users according to the Sim metric and organizes them as the
leaves of a balanced binary tree. It works by arranging the tree in levels. It starts with the bottom level by organizing the
most similar users in pairs. Then, at every level, pairs of nodes/subsets are matched and clustered according to their
similarities.Fig
of
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5: Find the pair T; T 0 2T with maximum SimðT; T 0Þ
6: Construct the merged tree T 00 ¼ T  T 0
7: T T n fT; T 0g
8: S S [ fT 00g
9: T S
10: S fg
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nsmission costs of the CS and SD schemes in their basic form and with subscriber proﬁling. Four different plots are given for four different values
rested user density, 5%; 10%; 30% and 50%, making the population mean 0:14; 0:18; 0:34 and 0:5, respectively. The results indicate that
reductions are possible over the basic CS and SD schemes by the proposed algorithms. On the other hand, there is only a slight difference
he balanced-tree algorithms and their generalized counterparts.
1068 M. Ak et al. / Information Sciences 180 (2010) 1060–1072The algorithm works in a bottom-up fashion; in the ﬁrst iteration, it clusters the pairs of leaves starting with the most
similar pair. The pairs in these clusters will be the siblings in the resulting tree. In the next iteration, these clusters are paired
and this process continues until just one cluster remains and the tree is constructed. Note that the algorithm constructs a
balanced binary tree since the listT always contains trees of the same depth. For b ¼ 1, the MULTI-BAL CLUSTER algorithm sorts
the users with respect to their subscription probabilities, which we know to give the optimal CS tree for b ¼ 1.
6.2. The general algorithm
The similarity approach can also be used for the general setting where the CS and SD trees need not be balanced.Fig
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2: while while jTj is not equal to 1 do
3: Find the pair T; T 0 2T with maximum SimðT; T 0Þ
4: Construct the merged tree T 00 ¼ T  T 0
5: T T n fT; T 0g
6: T T [ fT 00g
7: return TAs in the balanced setting, the MULTI-GEN CLUSTER algorithm constructs the tree in a bottom-up fashion. Similar to its uni-
type counterpart UNI-GEN CLUSTER, at each iteration the algorithm chooses and merges the most similar pair..0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
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nsmission costs of the CS and SD schemes with free riders, in their basic form and with user proﬁling, where the number of broadcast types is
results indicate that a sharp decrease in the transmission cost is possible by allowing a limited number of free riders, especially for higher values
M. Ak et al. / Information Sciences 180 (2010) 1060–1072 10697. Experimental results
We tested the performance of the proposed algorithms against the standard BE approach by running a large number of
experiments on synthetically generated user proﬁles. The user proﬁles were carefully generated with various characteristics
to be representatives of a wide variety of applications.
We experimented with a population of n ¼ 1024 users. Each user proﬁle contains b subscription probabilities for some
1 6 b 6 10. For each broadcast type j, the subscription probabilities pi;j are randomly generated by using a bimodal density
function based on two uniform distributions with respective means of l1 ¼ 0:9 and l2 ¼ 0:1 to represent the interested and
uninterested user populations, respectively. The overall population mean, l, is determined according to the weight of the
interested users in the population. For each set of experiments, we compared the average transmission costs of the basic
CS and SD schemes with those obtained by subscriber proﬁling. In the experiments, the broadcast types are taken to be
equally likely with a probability of qj ¼ 1=b for each 1 6 j 6 b.
The experimental results are summarized in Fig. 4 where the transmission costs of the basic and similarity-based CS and
SD schemes are compared. The results show that utilizing the user proﬁles with the given similarity metric can reduce the
transmission cost signiﬁcantly. For the balanced-tree CS scheme, the reduction rate is about 20–45% for larger values of b and
more than 20–50% for smaller values of b. The improvements are even more signiﬁcant for the balanced-tree SD scheme,
with 25–55% improvement for larger values of b and 25–65% for smaller b values. The cost reduction rates get higher with
larger population means.
The improvement rates for the generalized (unbalanced) algorithm are only slightly better than those of the balanced tree
algorithm for smaller values of b and the population mean; however as the value of b gets larger and the population mean
increases, the generalized algorithm provides better improvement rates that allow up to an additional 5% reduction in the
transmission costs. 0
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Fig. A.1. b ¼ 1.
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Free riders are the users who are able to decrypt a broadcast session although they are not subscribed to it. Some free rid-
ers can be allowed in a BE system in order to lower the transmission cost by relaxing the restriction that the cover must
exactly match the privileged user set. Free riders must be assigned carefully in order to reduce the cost effectively. Optimal
free rider assignment algorithms for the CS and SD schemes have recently been given by Ramzan and Woodruff [22] and Ak
et al. [4], respectively.
Our proposed similarity-based organization algorithms can be expected to be even more effective when a few free riders
can be tolerated. Our approach aims to obtain large subsets by taking a set of consecutive users as subscribers. Hence, if a few
remaining non-subscribers can be tolerated as free riders in such a sequence of subscribers, a larger and fully privileged sub-
set can be obtained, leading to more compact covers.
Let f denote the number of free riders that can be allowed, and let cf denote the free rider ratio, f=ðn rÞ, where n and r are
the total number of users and the number of revoked users, respectively. We tested the performance of our algorithms with a
given number of free riders by a large number of simulation experiments with n ¼ 1024 and 0:1 6 cf 6 1:0, where the user
proﬁles are generated with the same parameters used for the experiments with no free riders in Section 7.
Fig. 5 shows the results for the basic and the similarity-based CS and SD schemes with free riders for b ¼ 5 broadcast
types. Additional plots for different values of b are provided in Appendix A, which turn out to be parallel to the plots given
here for b ¼ 5. The plots demonstrate the improvements in the transmission cost according to the free rider ratio cf . The re-
sults show that signiﬁcant savings can be achieved by using the similarity approach and allowing a very limited number of
free riders. A sharp decrease in the transmission cost can be obtained by using the similarity approach with a free rider ratio
of just 10%, while the improvement rates of the basic CS and SD schemes appear to be linear with cf .
The experiments show that allowing a free rider ratio of 10% reduces the transmission cost of the similarity-based CS
scheme by 40–70% and the similarity-based SD scheme by 35–55%, whereas the transmission cost of the original schemes
are only reduced by 20%. As a result, the similarity-based CS scheme has 65–85% lower cost than the original CS scheme and 0
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Fig. A.2. b ¼ 2.
M. Ak et al. / Information Sciences 180 (2010) 1060–1072 1071the similarity-based SD scheme has 60–80% lower cost than the original SD scheme when a free rider ratio of 10% is allowed.
The similarity approach becomes more effective at smaller values of b and at greater values of l, which is consistent with the
previous experiments with no free riders.
The balanced-tree and the generalized algorithms have similar transmission costs for a given number of free riders, while
the generalized algorithms have a slight cost advantage over their balanced-tree counterparts.
9. Conclusion
In this paper, we analyzed the problem of reducing the transmission costs of subset–cover based BE schemes of CS and SD
by utilizing information about user interests. We gave optimal algorithms for the CS scheme when only one type of broadcast
exists. For the multitype case, we proposed a similarity approach which can be used in both CS and SD schemes. The sim-
ulation experiments showed that the proposed algorithms are effective and can provide signiﬁcant reductions in the trans-
mission complexity of a BE system. The gains obtained by the proposed algorithms turn out to be even more signiﬁcant when
a limited number of free riders can be tolerated in the system.
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Appendix A. Simulation results
In this section, we provide further simulation experiment results for the performance of the proposed optimization algo-
rithms with free riders, for different values of the number of broadcast types, b. The results turn out to be mostly parallel to
those presented in Section 8. See Figs. A.1–A.3. 0
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